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Before you start your own dry cleaning business, it's a good idea to write a business plan. But where do you start? First,
check out a sample business plan for a.

Reputation: long-term reputation resulting from friendly, professional service will encourage customers to
return. Our Vision Competitive priced convenient user friendly professional services. These are the services
and amenities that will be made available to our customers; Self â€” service washing. Las Vegas City
Laundromat is a proud member of the Coin Laundry Association of America and we are well positioned to
become one of the leading Laundromat facilities in the whole of Nevada. In my 31 years as a business coach
and consultant to small businesses, I've seen practically dozens of small business owners go under and lose
their businesses -- not because they weren't talented or smart enough -- but because they were trying to
re-invent the wheel rather than rely on proven, tested methods that work. In this section, this is where you
present your financial projection figures. We are open to the use of latest technology in the industry. This is
especially so because of the technical steps which is involved. Establish priorities. Management Team
Overview The management of Laundromat is headed by a very innovative person with extensive experience in
leadership and managerial skills. Executive Summary Laundromat business is a full-scale universal
laundromat services that details washing, drying, ironing and folding. Why Start a Laundromat Business?
Why go through all the trouble of inventing something new, that you don't even know will ever work, when
you can easily learn from and duplicate something that has been a proven success? No doubt busy cities with
growing population might just be highly suitable for Laundromat. This means that you have got to research to
get an existing plan and then make sure that it is a plan that has a lot to do with the type of business you are
running or looking to start. Bottom line is that we will go all the way to help our customers maximize their
time when they patronize our Laundromat. Working customers may find this service is convenient for them
and want to try it. Don't make the same mistake! No doubt our excellent customer service and the range of
additional complementary services we offer will position us to become one of the leading Laundromats in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Customers will come with their laundromat to the shop, which will be more or less a
recreation center, give the laundromat for processing and leisure out their spare time while they wait for their
clean cloths. Conclusion: if you are really serious about succeeding in a business While the effort required to
reach each sub-goal should be great enough to challenge you, it should not be so great or unreasonable as to
discourage you. Customers can choose payment either at the time of each delivery, or by monthly credit card
billing. A detailed manual that will walk you step by step through all the essential phases of starting your
business A complete business plan template. Sales forecast gradually increase over the year  This loan will be
settled by the cash flow from our business at Avocado street market and from and our expanded laundromat
business. Be specific. Currently, Mr. Another attracting factor will be the clean environment, friendly and
prompt services and needless to say reliable machines we will be using. Need actual charts? Although the
laundry industry can be said to be a competitive trade, but it does not in any way stop entrepreneurs who are
creative to still make headway in the trade.


